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GARY REPORT
Amazing, Revealing, And Hopeful Presidential
Pattern!
Several years ago I became aware of the highly unusual pattern of Presidents of the
United States who died while in office at twenty-year intervals, and wrote about it in an
article appropriately titled 20/20 HINDSIGHT! Following is the summation of that
highly unusual sequence.
“On April 4, 1841, President William H Harrison died of pneumonia, only 30 days after
his inauguration on March 4. He was the first US President to die in office. No one
could possibly have known at the time that his death would begin an amazing death
string of Presidents that would last for 140 years. Starting with William Harrison's
death, every President [until Reagan] elected at twenty-year intervals has died in office.
Let us review this obviously significant and meaningful list of Presidents.”
(1.) William H Harrison

Elected 1840

Died April 4, 1841, of pneumonia

(2.) Abraham Lincoln

Elected 1860

Died April 15, 1865, of a gun shot to the head

(3.) James A Garfield

Elected 1880

Died Sept. 19, 1881, of a gun shot

(4.) William McKinley

Elected 1900

Died Sept. 14, 1901, of a gun shot

(5.) Warren G Harding

Elected 1920

Died Aug. 2, 1923, of an uncertain cause

(6.) Franklin D Roosevelt Elected 1940

Died April 12, 1945, of a cerebral hemorrhage

(7.) John F Kennedy

Elected 1960

Died Nov. 22, 1963, of a gun shot to the head

(8.) Ronald Reagan

Elected 1980

Shot March 30, 1981, but did not die!

(9.) George W Bush

Elected 2000

Prevailed in a phenomenally prophetic and
intercessoral election battle

There is no disputing that this kind of order is the Divine hand of Yahweh God, and as
such is prophesying to us. The question then is: What is He doing? What is He telling
us? Let us see.
First, let us compare this sequence with another highly impacting and telling pattern—
the trips up Mount Sinai. Addressed in Trinities, page 3, there were seven trips that
Moses took up Mount Sinai, and Yahweh was so displeased with the people that He
told Moses that He would not go into the Promised Land with them lest He destroy
them (Exodus 33:3). But Moses pleaded with Him and He repented of this and called
Moses back up Sinai for a final eighth time where he was once again there for forty days
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and nights without drink or food. Again, this is all prophecy. It was on this trip that
when Moses came down from Sinai with the restored tablets of testimony, the skin of
his face shown brilliantly (Exodus 34:28-33).
If you look at the above list, you will see that this decisive eighth trip correlated with
Ronald Reagan, who was the first to not die—escaping death though he was shot. In
Bible numerology, it is widely accepted that the number eight speaks of a new birth or
new beginning. This most certainly is the case with Moses’s eighth trip up Sinai. But
there is more to this, for we see that in the plans and ways of Yahweh, the promise
given to the eighth is fulfilled by the ninth, who is in fact the Elijah. This is clearly
evidenced by an equally hidden testimony—the fact that the promise given to Moses
per the eighth trip was fulfilled by Elijah in a ninth. To understand this, read “page 3”
of The Promise. What we see here is the Moses first Remnant and the Elijah second
Remnant, separated by the breach in time and purpose of Christianity. And
noteworthy, the only president I have had personal contact with is second Remnant
George W Bush. I met with him in his office in Dallas where I discussed my efforts to
obtain some property for the needy through the Resolution Trust Corporation, and later
we happened to meet again in a one-on-one conversation in a hallway at a political
convention.
So the question now is: Who will be the “new beginning” tenth president? I say “new
beginning” because numerologically, ten is indeed a new beginning. There is 0 to 9,
followed by 10 to 19, etc. And who can we expect to be the new-beginning tenth
President in this unmistakably remarkable presidential cycle in 2020? The man with the
golden head, a type of Immanuel—Donald Trump-et. In this remarkable cycle, it is
George W. Bush who prepares the way for the new beginning; and equally it is the
Elijah who prepares the way for Immanuel. And MOST significantly and fittingly,
“Donald” comes from the Proto-Celtic Dumno-ualos, or "world-ruler," "world-wielder."
This is MOST fitting, for Immanuel will indeed rule the world. Amen! Come quickly,
Immanuel! There is no question that this pattern, which Yahweh has set forth in these
nine and even ten Presidents, is set forth by the Creator; and only now when we see His
back can we know its meaning and fulfillment. Blessed be Yahweh!
So where do we find in the Scriptures the testimony of the tenth, even the tenth trip up
the mountain, Immanuel? In Matthew 17:1f, Mark 9:2f, and Luke 9:28f, we see Yahshua
taking Peter, James, and John up on a “high mountain.” And who were the two who
were there with them? None other than those who had gone up that mountain before,
prophesying concerning our ascension to Yahweh, even the fulfillment of man’s
ultimate ascension into heaven to be transformed—first Remnant Moses and second
Remnant Elijah. And, they were all three glorified! With all things being considered,
that event was the tenth and final ascension up Mount Sinai, testifying to our true
transfiguration while the Peter, James, and John Body of Christ is sleeping—dead!
Thus, it is evident that either literally or in testimony, that “high mountain” was Mount
Sinai—even the final climactic ascension whereupon we are transformed while the
Body of Christ sleeps, is dead.
Come quickly, Immanuel. We wait for you to take your two-part Moses/Elijah bride
up the mountain the tenth and final time and cover us with Your glory. Amen!
Gary

